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A unique coarse-grained modeling scheme that combines a systematic, solvent-free multiscale coarse-graining
algorithm for a complex macromolecule with an existing coarse-grained solvent model is proposed. We show
that this procedure efficiently and reliably describes the interactions for complex macromolecules, using the
specific example of dendrimers binding phenanthrenes in water. The experimentally measured binding capacity
is predicted by the unique coarse-grained modeling approach; the conditions for this simulation are beyond what
could be reasonably simulated with an all-atom molecular dynamics simulation.
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Coarse-grained (CG) molecular models have broad appeal for simulation-based investigations of complex macromolecules, such as polymers, surfactants, proteins, and lipid
membranes, because they permit interrogation of these systems at length and time scales much larger than is possible
with all-atom molecular models. Most CG approaches can be
classified into one of two categories. In the first category,
termed indirect parametrization, are methods in which the
potential parameters of a preselected analytical form are
optimized by calibration against thermodynamic or structural
properties. An example is the MARTINI force field for
biological molecules [1], whose parameters are based on oilwater partitioning coefficients. In the second category, called
direct parametrization, the CG potentials are determined from
an explicit atom molecular dynamics (MD) simulation. One
example is the multiscale coarse-graining (MS-CG) method,
which derives CG parameters from force matching [2]. In
the former category, a force field such as MARTINI can
be easily applied whenever the target system is changed
with little to no reparametrization required. Unfortunately,
because the CG parameters are not directly based on the
underlying atomistic forces, it is difficult to reproduce accurate
local (<10 Å) structural details for a specific system. For
example, the MARTINI force field is incapable of predicting
the preferred positions for noncovalent binding between a
flexible macromolecule and a small organic guest molecule [3].
In the latter category, the MS-CG method has the advantage of
being systematic; the CG force field is evaluated from data
collected along the trajectories of reference atomistic MD
simulations.
The MS-CG method has been implemented for a solvated
lipid bilayer with up to 12 CG sites [4]. However, storage
and memory requirements make it computationally difficult
to derive CG potentials for complex biological systems with
greater than 15 defined CG site interaction types [2]. An
alternative approach, called the solvent-free MS-CG model,
derives effective CG potentials between sites on the solute
molecules while integrating out the explicit representation
of the solvent molecules [5]. This approach was recently
implemented for a lipid bilayer [5] and for polyglutamine
peptides [6]. For relatively rigid molecules, such as lipids, the
local and long-range structure calculated from the solvent-free
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CG MD and the reference atomistic MD simulations are
nearly identical [5]. For flexible molecules, the absence of
an explicit solvent can cause the solvent-free MS-CG MD
simulations to produce an increased tendency toward intraand intermolecular aggregation. This has been observed in the
solvent-free CG model for polyglutamine; further evidence
for this solvent-free CG effect is provided in the Supplemental
Material [7]. Specifically, the radial distribution functions obtained for the flexible molecules in the solvent-free CG model
indicate structures that are highly ordered, compared to the
explicit solvent CG model. The drastic reduction in degrees of
freedom for the solvent-free CG model leads to configurational
entropy loss. The loss of configurational entropy upon coarse
graining has been quantified for hydrocarbon chains and is
shown to increase as the flexibility of the chain increases
[8]. Thus, while solvent-free CG models may work well for
lipids, an explicit solvent CG model is required for problems
concerning flexible macromolecules in solution.
In this Rapid Communication, we present a method that
combines the computational efficiency of deriving solvent-free
MS-CG potentials from force matching with the improved
reliability of retaining the solvent degrees of freedom (i.e.,
reducing configurational entropy loss) in the CG MD simulation by using independently derived CG solvent potentials.
We illustrate the accuracy and convenience of this approach
by modeling a mixture of generation 5 poly(amidoamine)
(G5-PAMAM) dendrimers and phenanthrene (Phe) in water
to calculate the binding properties of PAMAM. Solvent-free
CG potentials for PAMAM and Phe in water at neutral pH
were obtained by the MS-CG approach described elsewhere
[5,9,10]. A brief summary follows. The first step of the MS-CG
procedure is to obtain the atomic positions and forces sampled
from an equilibrated, atomistic MD simulation. The degrees of
freedom in the atomic configurations are reduced by mapping
groups of atoms to defined CG sites and computing the net
forces acting on the coarse-grained sites. If fij (ri ,rj ) is the
nonbonded CG force acting on the ith CG site due to the j th
CG site, and it is assumed to depend linearly on m unknown
parameters p1 ,p2 , . . . ,pm , the CG pair force is expressed
by fij (ri ,rj ,p1 ,p2 , . . . ,pm ). To obtain the CG potential in a
systematic way, cubic spline or B-spline functions are fitted
to the CG forces to enable a smooth curvature across mesh
points. Specifically, B-spline functions improve the forcematching performance because they can reduce the memory
requirement and increase the accuracy [2]. Then, the m
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unknown parameters are optimized based on a least-squares
method, which minimizes the difference between the net forces
and the fitted pair forces and is expressed as
χ2 =

Ni

2
 atomistic
predicted
F
−F
(ri ,p1 ,p2 , . . . ,pm ) ,
i

i

(1)

i=1
predicted

where Fatomistic
and Fi
are the reference atomistic force
i
field and the calculated force field, respectively. The parameters obtained in this way from each configuration are averaged
over the total number of atomic configurations sampled [2].
In this work, the solvent-free potentials were calculated under
the solvent-free condition of the force-matching method, in
which the solute molecules only are considered during the
reference atomistic MD simulation to get the CG pair forces,
and, thus, the solvent effect is implicitly included in the CG
potentials of the solute molecules [5]. The reference atomistic
simulation contained 27 G5-PAMAM dendrimers and 216 Phe
molecules with 1 389 280 explicit water molecules and 3456
Cl− counterions at neutral pH. A detailed description of the allatom simulation methodology is provided in the Supplemental
Material [7].
For the CG model, the atoms in the dendrimers and the
Phe molecules have been grouped into four CG sites as shown
in Fig. 1. The CG mapping scheme used by Ref. [11] was
applied; this scheme is based on the MARTINI CG force field
[1]. To determine the bonded interactions in the CG system,
a harmonic potential was applied: V (r) = 12 kr (r − r0 )2 and
V (θ ) = 12 kθ (θ − θ0 )2 , where V (r) and V (θ ) are bond and
angle potentials, and kr and kθ are the bond force constant
and the angle force constant, respectively. The parameters for
the bonded potentials were determined by inverse Boltzmann
fitting of the bond distributions [12]. The bonded interactions

FIG. 1. (Color online) Atomistic (left-hand side) and coarsegrained (right-hand side) representation. In the atomistic structure,
gray spheres represent carbon; blue, nitrogen; red, oxygen; and white,
hydrogen. (a) PAMAM (for clarity, only the core is shown). For coarse
graining, blue circles of the atoms map into N0 ; red, Nda ; and green,
Qd . (b) Phenanthrene. Each aromatic ring is represented by a single
CG site, SC4 .

(a)

(b)

FIG. 2. Radial distribution functions (RDFs) between CG types
of PAMAM dendrimers and Phe from atomistic (solid line) and
coarse-grained (dashed line) molecular dynamics simulations. The
dashed lines in the upper figures represent the solvent-free CG model,
and in the bottom figures the explicit solvent CG model. (a) The
site-site RDF for N0 -N0 , and (b) the site-site RDF for Nda -SC4 . For
clarity in comparison, the distributions are only shown up to 2.5 nm.
All distributions shown approach unity at large r (not shown).

are calculated by the simple Boltzmann probability V (r) =
−kB T ln[P (r)], where P (r) is calculated by the bonded interaction distribution of the all-atom simulations. For the bond
angle potentials, the initial guess of the angle force constants
kθ are selected by the inverse Boltzmann fitting method and
determined in an iterative way because of the flexibility of the
dendrimer; the equilibrium angles are obtained from the angle
distributions. The nonbonded and bonded force parameters for
the G5-PAMAM dendrimers and Phe molecules are given in
the Supplemental Material [7].
In order to validate the solvent-free CG potentials, the sitesite radial distribution functions (RDF) between solvent-free
CG sites from G5-PAMAM and Phe are compared with those
from the atomistic MD simulations (the top row of Fig. 2). N0
and Nda are the CG atom types of G5-PAMAM dendrimers, and
SC4 is the CG atom type for Phe. The RDF of N0 -N0 shows
the structures of the dendrimers, and the RDF of Nda -SC4
indicates the strength of the interactions between PAMAM
dendrimers and phenanthrene molecules. The intensities of
the RDFs from the solvent-free simulation are higher than in
the atomistic simulation, indicating that the dendrimers have
aggregated and that the interaction of the dendrimers and Phe
molecules in the CG simulations are much stronger than in
the all-atom simulations. This tendency of the CG model
to overpredict aggregation occurs because of the absence
of explicit water molecules and because the dendrimer is a
flexible macromolecule. Data provided in the Supplemental
Material shows that this enhanced aggregation occurs because
of the absence of explicit CG water molecules in the system,
and is not due to the coarse-graining scheme itself [7].
To overcome this limitation, we propose a methodology (an
explicit solvent CG model), which introduces the CG water
molecules to the formerly solvent-free system of G5-PAMAM
and Phe. The MARTINI water model was selected because
it is compatible with the CG mapping scheme applied to the
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solutes. Even though the degrees of freedom of the system increase after introducing the CG solvent molecules, the explicit
solvent CG model (109 944 atoms) is still computationally
efficient relative to the atomistic simulation (4 292 364).
The CG pair potentials for interactions involving water have
σ
σ
the Lennard-Jones form ULJ (r) = εij [( rij )12 − 100( rij )6 ],
where εij is the strength of the interaction, and σij represents
the closest distance between ith and j th CG sites. Because
the solvent-free CG potentials already include implicit water
effects, the strength of the solute-water interaction parameters
had to be rationalized based on the physical properties
of CG types, such as polarity. This was accomplished as
follows. The CG solute sites were divided into two types:
hydrophilic (N0 , Nda , Qd ) and hydrophobic (SC4 ). The
strengths of the interaction parameters were modified such
that
εhydrophobic (8 kJ mol−1 ) < εhydrophilic (15 kJ mol−1 ) <
εwater (20 kJ mol−1 ), where εwater is the same value used in
the MARTINI CG water model. CG MD simulations in the
NV T ensemble were run after introducing explicit CG water
modeled with the modified MARTINI potential. The RDFs
between dendrimer and Phe sites are shown in the bottom row
of Fig. 2. The CG system with explicit water more closely
matches the RDFs observed from the reference atomistic MD
simulations.
To test the concentration dependence of the CG potentials
derived with the explicit solvent CG approach, the number of
PAMAM dendrimers was varied from four to 27 while keeping
a fixed number (216) of Phe molecules. Figure 3 shows the
fraction of Phe bound to PAMAM in 216 Phe molecules,
computed as the accumulated probability density function
of Phe from the core to the surface of the dendrimer. As a
consequence, Fig. 3 indicates the capacity of the dendrimer
to encapsulate Phe molecules. As mentioned above, the CG
potentials for all of the CG simulations in Fig. 3 were derived
from the atomistic simulation with 27 PAMAM dendrimers
and 216 Phe molecules in explicit water. Since the intensity of
fraction of bound Phe molecules in the solvent-free CG model
is higher compared to the atomistic and the explicit solvent CG

FIG. 3. Fraction of Phe bound to the dendrimer. The number of
Phe molecules is fixed at 216. Atomistic MD is shown by closed
circles, the solvent-free CG model by open circles, and the explicit
solvent CG model by closed triangles.
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Two-dimensional probability distribution
function P (r) of Phe molecules from the core of each dendrimer.
The white circles indicate the branch points of the dendrimers. The
numbers in the circles represent the generation of the dendrimer, and
Q is the abbreviation for Qd . The color bars express the intensity of
P (r). The unit of the X and Y axes is nm. (a) Atomistic simulation,
(b) solvent-free CG, (c) explicit solvent CG (27 dendrimers), and (d)
explicit solvent CG (216 dendrimers).

model, the strength of the binding interaction of Phe molecules
is overestimated. Therefore the solvent-free CG model does
not reproduce the interactions of PAMAM dendrimers with
Phe, and the explicit solvent CG model transfers well to
different relative concentrations.
Earlier experimental measurements on the fluorescence
resonance energy transfer (FRET) between G5-PAMAM and
Phe showed that FRET efficiency increased as the molar
ratio of PAMAM:Phe increased from 1:10 to 1:1 [13]. To
investigate the effect of molar ratio on binding capacity in
the model system, we increased the number of G5-PAMAM
dendrimers from 27 to 216, while keeping the number of Phe
fixed at 216. Figure 4 shows the two-dimensional probability
distributions function, P (r), of Phe molecules from the core of
each dendrimer, overlayed with the average location of each
dendrimer branch point. Comparing the solvent-free case to the
reference atomistic simulation shows that the peak intensity of
the solvent-free model is nearly four times higher. The peak
intensity of the CG model with explicit water is much closer to
the reference atomistic MD system. In the simulation with 216
dendrimers, peak intensity has increased, consistent with the
molar ratio dependency effect on binding capacity observed
by the experiment performed in Ref. [13]. We note that a
simulation of this scale is not feasible with atomistic MD.
In this Rapid Communication we have introduced an
approach for restoring the configurational entropy lost when
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the solvent degrees of freedom are removed from a system
that contains flexible macromolecules in solution. In this
procedure, the effective solvent-free solute-solute potentials
are derived by MS-CG (i.e., force matching), and then the
solvent potential is reintroduced by using an independently
derived CG solvent model. This approach yields equilibrium
structures that are in better agreement with those produced
by the reference atomistic MD simulation than the equilibrium structures generated by the solvent-free CG model.
We anticipate that this procedure can be extended to other
flexible macromolecules in solution where a MARTINI-like
coarse-grained mapping scheme is chemically sensible. Using
such an approach may lead to unique physical insight for
systems where interactions among macromolecules in solution
are important driving forces. Application of this method
to investigate how flexible macromolecular conjugates used
in drug delivery bind to proteins in solution is currently
underway. We caution that this CG approach is not designed
to recover dynamic properties, such as transport coefficients.

For CG models where accurate time correlations for solutes
are desired, the friction and noise forces must be included to
the equations of motion, via Langevin dynamics or dissipative
particle dynamics. Reference [14] illustrates such a procedure
for a CG simulation of a star polymer melt.
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